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About This Content

Hone your shooting skills and engage in ranged combat with the seven new weapons in the Arma 3 Marksmen DLC.

Key Features

Seven New Weapons - Five marksmen rifles and two medium machine guns offer new opportunities for squad-based
gameplay. The new weapons are:

Cyrus 9.3 mm - high power marksman rifle

MAR-10 .338 - high power marksman rifle

Mk-I EMR 7.62 mm - medium power marksman rifle

Mk14 7.62 mm - medium power marksman rifle

ASP-1 Kir - special purpose rifle

SPMG .338 - lightweight medium machine gun

Navid 9.3 mm - medium machine gun
Scopes - The AMS and Kahlia medium range scopes complement both the new and existing weapons.
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Remote Designators - Two remotely-operated laser-designators can be used to spot and laser designate targets from
afar.

Ghillie Suits - New ghillie suits for the NATO, CSAT, and AAF factions provide camouflage for various terrain types.

Firing Drills - Combine movement and medium range shooting in three new Purple Courses of Fire.

Showcase Marksmen - Use your new abilities and long range sharpshooting skills in a tense reconnaissance mission.

Platform Update

The Arma 3 Marksmen DLC is supported by a major Arma 3 platform update, featuring a wide variety of new content and
features. The platform update is free for all owners of Arma 3.

Supporting Content

End Game Multiplayer Mode - A team-based multiplayer mode, containing experimental gameplay features such as
Dynamic Groups, Shared Objectives, and Revive.

Showcase Firing From Vehicles - Experience the Firing From Vehicles feature in an actual combat scenario for both
singleplayer and co-operative multiplayer.

VR Training - Three new courses to train up your weapon handling skill-set.

Virtual Garage - Examine and customize the extensive collection of vehicles in Arma 3.

Vests & Face Paints - Three new heavy and grenadier vests designed specifically for improved explosive shielding and
ballistic protection. Nine new types of face paint are added to provide maximum concealment.

Editor Objects - New shooting range objects for Arma 3 content creators, including VR (vehicle) targets, balloons, swivel
and dueling targets, shooting mats, a shot timer, a bullet trap, and an air horn.

Supporting Features

Weapon Resting & Deployment - Benefit from a passive bonus to your accuracy while your weapon or arms are near any
stable surface. Deploy your weapon firmly using bipods for the greatest precision possible.

Improved Recoil & AI Suppression Simulation - Fire personal weapons with a greater feeling of power and authenticity.
Observe Artificial Intelligence units suffer impaired combat efficiency when under fire.

Sound Enhancements - Be immersed by a richer combat sound scape in different surroundings, at a distance, and under
incoming fire.
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Title: Arma 3 Marksmen
Genre: Action, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
Bohemia Interactive
Publisher:
Bohemia Interactive
Release Date: 8 Apr, 2015

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum: 

OS: Windows 7 SP1 (64bit)

Processor: Intel Dual-Core 2.4 GHz or AMD Dual-Core Athlon 2.5 GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce 9800GT / AMD Radeon HD 5670 / Intel HD Graphics 4000 with 512 MB VRAM

DirectX®: 10

Hard Drive: 32 GB free space

Audio: DirectX®-compatible on-board

English,French,Italian,German,Czech,Polish,Russian,Japanese,Korean,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese,Turkish
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i loved this game so much. but sometimes i meet player using hack (illegalProgram) or something.
i hope in next update add anti cheat or something. so other people and me can enjoy while playing this game.
please listen our problem. 9\/10 recommended
. Overall a really fun wee game.

Graphics are very well done, the music is catchy (albeit slightly repetitive) and the game mechanics are simple to pick up.. Got
called hacker few times,
Even mid game, some infantry skirmishes and then BUM!
Rrolling out 2 or 3 T34\/76 and a T70 in less than a minute.
10\/10. I was extremely hyped for this game when it was announced.

I requested a refund at halftime.

The game is unintuitive and plays like a game still in Beta. The Xbox 360 controller doesn't always work. When it does, the
controls are clunky, there is no season or Grey cup to win. I know it's not a AAA title, but there are some fundamental things
that are missing that sports fans want. I don't expect a full GM mode, but a simple 18 game season would have been nice at
minimum.

I will continue to follow this game's progress and maybe after it's patched or features are added, I will consider another
purchase.. Abandonware from developers, who abandoned "kickstarted" Forsaken Fortress to sell Forsaken Fortress Strategy on
steam to abandon it too. Selling Unity game engine basic assets is a good buisiness strategy inourdays.. Good game and I really
enjoyed it, but it's also fairly flat in depth. There really isn't a lot going on in it. Each battle plays out pretty much the same as
the last, with some variations due to differences in map design. Still, I enjoyed the unique combat and how the terrain worked
well enough to recommend it. I think everyone should check it out, but after you get how to fight/win there really isn't anything
else going on.. great game one of the best
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WORTH EVERY PENNY! all 13 of them. But seriously this game has potential however right now it is not anywhere near
finished. Right now it is at more of what you'd expect from a trial version of a game than a beta, you expect a beta to be semi
finished but not polished and still buggy, but this is literally 3 levels of play and 4 character levels. There are a bunch of items
you can't use at this time. I understand this is early access so I'm not going to be too critical until it goes further. The devs have a
lot of work ahead to make this a finished game and I can't wait to see it.

EDIT: It could be a good game, however there have been no updates, and in july of last year the devs said an engine switch and
update would be coming soon. Until a real update comes along it isn't worth getting.. This game was a waste of money. it looks
cool but unless you have a quantum computer, dont even think about running it. It will lag even on low.
It is a piece of crap. The devs should offer it for free, because ITS WORTHLESS!!!. So it's good but could be better.

The main satisfaction of this game is leveling up your characters and making your lances.

On the battlefield, you don't control individual characters. Instead, you assign them outside of battle to "lances" which
essentially act a single unit on the field of battle.

A lance might contain a mage, a warrior, and a healer type. And when you attack or defend, each of those characters will do
their jobs. You can specialize and make an all melee lance, all ranged attack lance, etc., but I've found in general it's best to
make all of them have a few melee, few ranged, and some sort of healer.

The game is very very grindy and the combat is decent. It gets a bit repetitive and is not super tactical. In fact it is extremely
easy. As long as you take a bit of time to level your party on the armies scattered across each map, you will never have any
trouble.

And if you enjoy this game, that is what you will do, because that's where the satisfaction comes from. Because of the plethora
of characters and classes at your disposal, you basically get to level someone (often multiple units) up after each battle. And
leveling them and outfitting them is the fun part of the game.

The story is not good. It's very linear. Each area has the tried and true "Are you sure you want to continue? You won't be able to
come back" trope. The main characters are annoying. They talk about how God is on their side constantly. At one point one of
the protagonists made everyone stop so they could say a prayer. Very early in the game you have to catch a bandit - when you
meet him he explains that he is against the monarchy and just wants to give some wealth to the downtrodden people, and says
you are the bad guy. And your protagonist say you aren't because God wants you to rule everyone basically. I was kind of with
the bandit.

The game has a crafting system but it doesn't do a great job of steering you into using it too often. For instance, I have tons of
mats for certain items (and unit summons) but don't have the recipes. And you have to find certain nodes to make the
items\/units, which are not always readily available. This could be streamlined a bit. There are usually ingredients you get from
battles, like iron ore, but then you might also need coal, which you buy from vendors, at which point you go ok, this is getting
tedious, I'll just buy all my gear.

*Despite all this, YES I recommend it! The grinding and leveling and gearing up your units is very satisfying.*

I hope the devs iron out and streamline some of the issues (there are some UI and QoL tweaks that would go a long way which I
didn't get into - plus make the crafting system better). I doubt the story will get any better, but I can live with that.. Not bad, but
you know what, i am giving it a thumbs down, to add this and yet not to give us a District for it?? such lazy Devs, not the content
maker fault though.. AfterGrinder is a good game, but not for 10 dollars. It has a simple and fun premise which is undermined
by its slightly unpolished levels, slow movement of the entire game (intentionally, had my computer running the game at real
time and there was little difference), and costly price, costly compared to its repetive and simplistic nature. Buy the game at a
discount ranging from 50% to 80% off, its good for achievements and cards, but you can find eveything else this game has to
offer online for free and even better. Still good, i guess.
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